
Assisting families who are homeless 
due to fleeing Domestic Violence to 
regain permanent housing and self 

sufficiency, a housing first approach
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� Trauma informed care and Motivational 
Interviewing
� How they can work together and how to use it in Rapid 

Re-housing and Housing First
� Partnerships:

� How these are necessary for Rapid Re-Housing and 
Housing first and what they look like with regards to DV 
and other populations with multiple barriers

� Rapid Re-Housing and DV: 
� Why working with populations with multiple barriers is 

different compared to other Rapid Re-housing programs 
and how Housing First is important
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DV video: One Voice - A 15 Minute 

Documentary Against Domestic
(End at 2:49 for shorter presentations)

https://youtu.be/-3EVH3L_jok
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� What we do
� We house DV survivors who are homeless with 

dependent children in their custody under the age of 
18

� We offer rapid re-housing, shelter referral based 
housing

� Rental support, case management and other 
supportive services
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� 88% of families transitioned in place after the program 
ended

� 76% obtained employment
� 73% maintained or increased their income from entry to exit
� 39% are currently enrolled, or had graduated from and 

educational or job training program.  
� Our agencies current length of stay is 8 months 
� The average number of days for a family to be rapidly 

housed in 21 days.
� As of 9/15/15 we have served 108 families with 197 

children, 108 adults. There is still the remainder of the year
� 2014 our agency served 76 families with 76 being adults and 

147 children within 12 months.
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� Why partnerships are important
� What type of partnerships work best
� Partnerships to help clients make a smoother 

transition away from abuser
� Partnerships with agency’s for direct housing 
� Partnerships with agency’s for employment
� Bypassing access point for housing for quicker 

housing
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� Often DV clients have been isolated from 
services

� They are unaware of options to help 
� The more DV survivors can be connected, the 

better chance of success
� In community
� In housing
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� Partnerships to help clients make a smoother 
transition away from abuser
à Local banks (us bank) help clients open accounts
à Food banks (sumner food bank and FISH food bank) 

help clients with food needs that food stamps lapse on
à Local second hand store (peoples furniture) to help 

with low cost quality furniture needs
à NW furniture bank to help furnish clients whole house
à United Way of Pierce County helps client locate many 

different needs and helps fund us to help clients with 
random financial needs (things contracts don’t cover)
à Local private donations to help with basic supplies
� Local schools do basic needs drives for us
� Local Churches
� Local service clubs (rotary)
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� Partnerships with agency’s for direct housing
à Shelters
à Goodwill
à PCHA
à THA
à Easy application on line
à Workforce central
à DSHS
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� Partnerships with agency’s for employment
à DSHS
à LEAP
à Goodwill
à Courage 360

� Often we encourage clients to “hit the ground 
running” to locate employment
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� Bypassing access point for housing for quicker 
housing options
à DV system override
à Applicants can just apply online 
à No waiting list only application log
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� Why its different then other rapid re-housing 
and why housing first is important

� Barriers for DV and rapid rehousing as well as 
housing first

� How to assist in overcoming those barriers
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� Why its different then other rapid re-housing
à More barriers
à Not two income based households

� Barriers:
� Higher rates of depression and mental health barriers such as PTSD
� Low/lack of work history
� Lack of connection to resources due to isolation
� Criminal charges affecting clients due to dv
� Lack of having common things
à Driver’s license
à Vehicle

� Rental barriers
à Evictions
à Money owed for damage to properties
à Broken leases
à Owing from past utilities
à Having nothing when  moving in, no furniture to make a house a home
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� How to help DV survivors overcome barriers
� From the start of entering the program, a pre exit budget is created 

so clients know how much will be needed to transition in place 
and an exact timeline/graduation is agreed upon to help on the 
road to self sufficiency
à Progressive engagement

� Active case management
à Meeting once to twice a month or more as needed
à Help clients Create their own goals and budgets
� Short and long term
� Help clients learn to budget
� Help clients open a bank account if needed with US bank

� Helping financially with extra deposits and last month’s rent to  
move in

� Helping with paying past due utility bills and deposits
� Having connections with landlords to help clients move in quicker

� CONTINUED….NEXT PAGE
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� Referring to LLP (Landlord Liaison Project)
� Helping with furniture
à Direct purchases at second hand stores
à Referrals to NW furniture bank

� Referrals to LEAP
� Referrals to other job resources
à Worksource
à Workfirst
à Goodwill
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� Coping skills should support the survivor 

making new, safe connections with others.

� Experiencing traumatic events undermines a victim’s 
sense of safe relationships with others, and some 
coping should focus on helping survivors re-
establish trust and connection with others and the 
wider community.
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� It’s normal to be affected by trauma.

� Having traumatic reactions is not an indication of 
individual pathology or weakness. Reactions are a 
body and mind’s attempts at processing and healing 
and should be honored as such.
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� Educate Survivors

� Suggest books and articles on trauma
� Explain basic physiological reactions to trauma
� Discuss criminal and civil remedies
� Share information about legal resources
� Make education on trauma an important part of 

services provided and include information on 
trauma in support groups or house meetings
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� Enhance Social Support and Social Integration
� Provide opportunities for survivors to attend support 

groups
� Victims cannot heal in isolation. Therefore, encourage 

relationship and community building
� When Necessary, Use Clinical Techniques

� Therapy can be useful to some survivors, especially those 
with complex trauma histories

� Not all trauma survivors will need therapy

ALL INFORMATION ABOUT TRAUMA INFORMED 
CARE SITED FROM: 
http://www.ncdsv.org/images/ODVN_Trauma-
InformedCareBestPracticesAndProtocols.pdf
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� “Practice is Progress and Progress is Practice”
� To provide hope. There are techniques within MI that work 

to heal trauma.
� Motivational Interviewing is a collaborative, person-

centered form of guiding to elicit AND strengthen 
motivation for change.

(Note, we will be going over a few main techniques not all)

Cited from: 
http://smchealth.org/sites/default/files/docs/TraumaConfM
otvIntv_Dempsey.pdf & 
http://www.nova.edu/gsc/forms/mi_rationale_techniques.p
df
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� ASKING PERMISSION

� Rationale: Communicates respect for clients. 
Also, clients are more likely to discuss 
changing when asked, than when being 
lectured

� ELICITING/EVOKING CHANGE TALK 

FOR FUTURE

� Rationale: This strategy elicits reasons for 
change from clients by having them give voice 
their need or reasons for changing versus being 
told to change.
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� Examples of questions to ask that may assist in 
eliciting change:

� “What would you like to see different about your 
current situation?”

� “What makes you think you need to change?”
� “What will happen if you don’t change?”
� “What would your life be like 3 years from now if 

you changed your [behavior]?”
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� EXPLORING IMPORTANCE AND 

CONFIDENCE

� Rationale: That can be used to get clients to give voice 
to what they would need to do to change.

� OPENED-ENDED QUESTIONS

� Rationale: It allows for a richer, deeper 
conversation that flows and builds empathy 
with clients. In contrast, too many back-to-back 
closed- or dead-ended questions can feel like 
an interrogation
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� Examples of Open-Ended Questions

� “What’s happened since we last met?”
� “What makes you think it might be time for a 

change?”
� “What was that like for you?”
� REFLECTIVE LISTENING

� Rationale: The primary way of responding to 
clients and of building empathy.
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� Why not?
� Trauma informed care focuses on healing the past and working on 

the present at the same time 
� Motivational Interviewing focuses on working through the 

present and moving forward with the future
� Both are equally supporting but also empowerment based models
� With Rapid re-housing healing needs to happen yes but so does 

progress in life in order to obtain and sustain a new life once the 
survivors are free

� Housing first is important to begin the survivors journey.  Doing 
so homeless is almost impossible. These two techniques help the 
client become motivated to locate housing and empower the client 
to also begin healing which can help them obtain housing quickly 
and retain housing later once hope is instilled.
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� Its often a one person household and income if any 
is extremely limited

� Job experience is limited due to the abuse
� Education is limited due to the abuse
� Access to transportation can be limited
� Not a lot of financial resources, if any
� Lack of moral and family support
� Often only has access to state resource systems 

which are hard to navigate and can re-victimize 
clients

� Continued to next page….
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� Often clients can have criminal history barriers 
including assault charges for defending 
themselves

� Often clients have high household debts such 
as evictions and outstanding utility bills

� With all these barriers, rapid rehousing 
expectations are still placed on DV survivors 
entering housing
� 3-6 months to graduation and obtaining clients “self 

sufficiency”
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� Understanding and empathy. A lot of it.
� Locate housing ASAP
� Using motivational interviewing/trauma informed care 

techniques to help survivor not get overwhelmed
� Taking advantage of partnerships, A LOT.
� Having access to large amounts of available resources and 

making those ready for clients usage
� Especially in locating housing ASAP despite barriers

� Work with the clients through intensive case management 
and “hit the ground running”

� Help the clients achieve their view of “self sufficiency” and 
“success”.  The views vary and you must be supportive. Its 
their life.

� Help the clients create and learn budgets and goals to help 
strengthen the client after housed
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� Help with locating employment trainings after housed
� Accessing education if desired
� Help eliminate barriers via financial help to obtain 

housing or after locating housing (as much as able) 
such as household debt, legal debt, transportation debt, 
etc. EXAMPLES: 
� Pay clients traffic tickets to get license
� Pay clients utility deposits or arrears
� Pay clients past eviction if able to get into housing
� Pay clients legal debt to get a conviction able to be taken off 

their record
� Help clients locate affordable housing or as affordable 

as possible
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� To efficiently help, you need to help yourself 
and care for yourself.

� Prevent burnout by:
� Taking breaks as needed
� Have a hobby
� Seek help as needed
� Don’t take work home
� Have a healthy amount of detachment
� Empathy versus sympathy
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